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SDCGA Annual Meeting event draws
top speakers and entertainment

T

he South Dakota Corn
Growers Association will mark
their 22nd Annual Meeting with an
illustrious line up of speakers, educational opportunities and evening entertainment
on Jan. 5, 2008 at the Sioux Falls Ramkota Inn.
The SDCGA Annual Meeting has grown into the largest one-day agricultural events
in South Dakota, drawing more than 1,200 ag producers, industry partners and legislative leaders. Attendees have the opportunity to tap top experts in the areas of
marketing, carbon markets and farm family relationships during the daytime educational seminars sponsored by the SDCGA and Risk Management Association.
As with any Annual Meeting, an important time for SDCGA members will occur with
the Resolution Meeting at 3:45 p.m. as members help set the policy and priority
direction in the organization for the next year.
Once the work is done, it will be time for the SDCGA’s CornStock ’08 when ag producers join with industry leaders and political powerhouses to celebrate the successes of the past year. The timing could not be better for a celebration with the
Energy Bill so close to completion.
Gary Lewis and the Playboys will rock the stage following the evening banquet, performing their timeless hits like “This Diamond Ring”, “Count Me In” and more.
Don’t miss your chance to take part in the biggest ag event to hit South Dakota at
the SDCGA 22nd Annual Meeting. Learn more by reading personal interviews inside
this Annual Meeting Guide and RSVP TODAY by calling 605-334-0100.

EDUCATIONAL SPEAKERS
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“Where are we headed in
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Social
6:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
“CornStock ’08”
Dinner/Silent Auction and
Entertainment

President's Message
& Welcome
As president of the South Dakota Corn Growers Association, I
would like to take this opportunity to invite all members and
supporters of the SDCGA to our 22nd Annual Meeting on Jan.
5, 2008 at the Ramkota Hotel in Sioux Falls.

Reid Jensen

This event packs more information and entertainment into a
SDCGA President
one-day event than any other agricultural opportunity in this
state. You won’t want to miss a beat of this in-depth day filled with insights by
thought leaders in farm family relationships, marketing outlooks and carbon markets.
A very important part of the Annual Meeting is the SDCGA resolution process, which
helps set the policy and priority direction for the SDCGA in the upcoming year. This
is a chance for members to take part in open discussions about issues that affect our
farming businesses. There are several proposed resolutions this year and you can read
them in this Annual Meeting Guide.
That evening, join the SDCGA for CornStock ’08 featuring an elegant dinner, silent
auction and unbelievable entertainment by the legendary Gary Lewis and the
Playboys. This unmatched evening will have you singing and dancing along as we celebrate the many successes of our industry.
No event is successful without participation and partners in the process. I encourage
you to give special attention to the sponsors of the SDCGA Annual Meeting, highlighted on the opposite page and throughout the Guide. Without the support of our
industry partners, this event wouldn’t be possible and we want to thank each one for
their contributions.
As you read the previews of the event in the following pages, pick up the phone and
RSVP your attendance today for the 22nd Annual Meeting of the SDCGA on Jan. 5,
2008. See you there!
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Luncheon Speaker:

Bill Even, SD Secretary of Agriculture

Don’t miss your opportunity to hear from the top ag
official in South Dakota at the SDCGA Annual
Meeting Luncheon. Secretary of Agriculture Bill Even
has spent much of his career focused on energy infrastructure and economic development. Sec. Even grew
up on a farm near Humbolt, S.D. and he and his family still own and operate that diversified crop and livestock operation. Sec. Even will share with producers
his passion for the ag industry. Tickets for the noon
luncheon are just $10 and may be obtained by calling
the SDCGA at 605-334-0100.
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MARK PEARSON

“Where are we Headed in Agriculture?” – 9 a.m.

F

rom a wagon shaker
to a naval officer,
Mark Pearson has spent
his lifetime gathering
insight for agriculture and
he will share his perspectives by kicking off the
South
Dakota
Corn
Growers
Association
Annual Meeting on Jan.
5, 2008.
As lead keynote speaker
at 9 a.m., hang on for the
Mark Pearson
ride and get ready to
laugh as Pearson takes producers through topics unconventional to agriculture. This host of the nationally-syndicated public television show, “Market to Market” wears
more hats than most farmers have in their collection and
his experiences combine to create a unique market outlook.
A fifth generation farmer, Pearson raises hogs, cattle, corn
and soybeans on his farm near Madison County, Iowa, in
addition to his gig with “Market to Market” which is the
longest running program in public television, airing in 30
states.
“Market to Market is like the regular check, it’s like milking
cows,” said Pearson. “I never wanted to milk cows because
that would be too much like a job and I have the have a
job to keep the farm going.”
“Market to Market” highlights ag and farm policy news
and brings rural features to its audiences. But Pearson says
the most viewed and commented on portion of “Market to
Market” is the last 10 minutes of the show when he talks
to one of the show’s nine regular market analysts.
“It’s from that store house of information that I come up
with the stuff I will talk about at the SDCGA Annual
Meeting,” said Pearson.
Pearson has made a career of tapping those in the know
in agriculture and he cites farmers as his number one
source.
“I talk to farmers wherever I go. My whole life, since I was
4-years-old at the grain elevators shaking their wagons, has
been spent talking to farmers,” said Pearson. “Just to talk
4

and hang out with farmers is where you learn the most –
those are my people. All I ever wanted to do was farm and
this (“Market to Market”) makes it all possible for me to do
that. I just have huge respect for those people who do it
full time and make a living at it and feed the world.”
Degree in journalism at the University of Arizona and went
to work at WHO radio in Des Moines, Iowa, where he is still
featured on the noon farm program. Among his varied credentials, Pearson served as the assistant Secretary of
Agriculture in Iowa and was the senior editor of Successful
Farming magazine. He spent 10 years as an officer in the
Navy and also operates a local business in addition to farming.
“I guess I can’t hold a job,” jokes Pearson.
His experiences add up to an unparalleled perspective in
the industry and Pearson will highlight three main topics:
Farmers looking at and considering new things. Pearson
says he likes to talk to producers who are trying new innovative things in their operations and he will share some of
their secrets.
The consumer factor. “It’s not all ag-related; a big part of
this is, what is the consumer doing? The consumer is eating out; over 70 percent of our meals are eaten outside of
the home.” said Pearson.
Ceilings of Communication. In Pearson’s years serving as an
officer in the U.S. Navy, part of his job was to keep foreign
oil flowing through ‘choke points’ which had a defense
budget price tag to the tune of $300 billion for the United
States.
“To me, that is a direct subsidy to Exxon, British Petroleum,
Conoco and Phillips just to get their product through,” said
Pearson. “So when I hear people opposed to the subsidy to
ethanol – the biggest number I’ve seen is about $6 to $8
billion and we’re paying about $300 billion just to keep 14
super tankers coming in to fill our thirst of overseas oil.”
Pearson will weave market outlooks and perspectives on
corn prices and feeding livestock into his varied presentation, but audiences can count on at least one thing: they
will be entertained.
“What I try to do is pass along all the serious stuff but I try
to get them laughing all the way through it,” said Pearson.
“If you’re in front of a few hundred people, for goodness
sake, make it entertaining!”

LAURA SANDS

“Not your Father’s carbon market” – 10:45 a.m.

L

aura Sands has spent her professional life with a front
seat view of some of the most exciting changes that
have taken place in agriculture over the past several years,
as a journalist with Farm Journal media. Today she is working on ‘the next big thing’ in agriculture which she believes
will be nothing short of revolutionary and she will engage
farmers in that conversation at the South Dakota Corn
Growers Association Annual Meeting on Jan. 5, 2008.
Carbon markets are poised to be the fourth largest agricultural “crop” and farmers are uniquely positioned to provide
solutions to reduce the nation’s growing greenhouse gas
emissions. Sands, who is an Associate at The Clark Group,
a bipartisan Washington, D.C.-based consulting firm that
specializes in environmental and public policy, says right
now the most important thing ag producers can do is tell
Congress they want the opportunity to provide those solutions.
“There’s an old expression that I frequently tell farmers: ‘If
you’re not at the table you’re on the menu,’” said Sands.
“Agriculture offsets right now are the most promising
immediate technology for rapid reduction of greenhouse
gasses. So if you’re a company that’s emitting greenhouse
gasses and you need a ready, accountable and accessible
way to reduce your emission profile, agriculture should be
allowed to supply that need. But agriculture has to tell
Congress it wants it.”
Sands advocates on behalf of agriculture legislatively and
also assumes the charge of opening the conversation with
agriculture about the potential of profiting by simply doing
something farmers already know how to do which is store
carbon in soil.
One of the most needed components for the carbon market to be viable is a cap and trade system and Sands is convinced within the next two to three years, legislation to support that will come out of Congress.
“One of the things producers need to start doing is at a
state and national level, establish policy that protects their
ability to get economic advantages out of any climate legislation,” said Sands. “We need to make sure the right political framework exists for agriculture so producers must to
articulate to their political leaders that agriculture should be
allowed to fully participate in this market because it’s not
just good for agriculture, it’s good for the country and it’s
good for business.”
Resistance to agriculture leading the carbon market revolution exists, according to Sands, primarily from the oil industry.

“One of the things that’s clear to me is oil is going to come
out swinging, but we won’t see them swinging,” said
Sands. “They’ll continue to inject debate and the debate I
believe will be around issues of subsidies – which is enormously hypocritical on their behalf – and around sustainability, which is also hypocritical, and around issues of longterm viability, food versus fuel, all those kinds of things.
While all at the same time, they’ll be working on their own
products such as renewable gasoline.”
Sands believes agriculture can be like a shock absorber to
the economy because it can provide a way to reduce greenhouse gas profiles with“There’s an old expression
out breaking the bank.
that I frequently tell
Conservative estimates
farmers: ‘If you’re not at the
project producers can
table you’re on the menu.’”
earn $10 to $15 per
LAUR A SANDS acre more if they practice no-till or conservative till and tap into the carbon market. European carbon markets are paying $30 per acre.
Agriculture will find new partners in the carbon market
process as Sands sees opportunities to link arms with environmental groups, national security and corporate
America.
“We have to expand this discussion beyond farmers,” said
Sands. “We have to expand it to national security and to
the environmental benefit. As good of work as ag advocate
associations do, this is a new day. We’re going to be looking for real market share so it’s not going to get easier
against the opposition. We have to work with those who
can help carry our message beyond agriculture.”
Sands intends to give producers a carbon economy primer
during her presentation at the SDCGA Annual Meeting.
The key topics she will address include:
What are the strong legislative vehicles right now
What provisions there are for agriculture
What agriculture needs to do to strengthen their hand
How to prepare for a new market
“I think farmers don’t really understand what their potential is,” said Sands. “This is going to be an economy-changing event and corporate America has already come out in
favor of cap and trade policies – everybody from GE to
DuPont to Caterpillar to John Deere. Everybody is on the
playing field right now except for agriculture, and the reason is it’s not within their daily discussion or paradigm. But
reports shows that even with higher energy costs, a robust
carbon market would still be a net economic gain for agriculture.”
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ELOISE FROESE

“Discussing the Undiscussabull” – 1:15 p.m.
hat would you
do if you had a
bull in the middle of
your living room? Elaine
Froese contends that in
the homes of many
farm families there is
such a bull in the middle of the room; everyone knows it’s there,
but no one wants to
talk about it. Froese
intends to get farmers
talking about that bull
during her presentaElaine Froese
tion, “Discussing the
Undiscussabull” at the South Dakota Corn Growers
Association Annual meeting on Jan. 5, 2008.

said Froese.

Froese, a farm family business coach, will be the featured afternoon presenter beginning her coaching session at 1:30 p.m. Froese will get the audience working
with her “Tools for talking about tough issues.”

“There’s a whole issue around lifestyle needs and
compensation and not having certainty fragments
families,” said Froese. “But lack of appreciation is the
number one stumbling block. What value is it to have
millions of dollars in net worth if you have no relationship capital?

W

In addition to tapping her coaching and farm transition specialist training, Froese’s toolbox has been
developed through her experiences growing up as a
farm cow-chasing kid, and over 22 years as a farm
partner. She farms in Southwestern Manitoba with her
husband who runs a certified seed business. As she
brings in personal stories from her own farming experiences, Froese will help families identify how to talk
about tough issues.
“I want people to understand that talking is the
work,” said Froese. “My intention is to give the audience a practical map and tools for how to get to the
next step.”
Froese identifies the ‘undiscussabulls’ as:
■ Fights and fooders
■ Fierce conversations
■ Family meetings
■ Follow up
Specifically, Froese will talk about the topics of fairness, trust, sweat equity, inheritance, lifestyle needs –
all things families are faced with making decisions
together about.
“The whole idea is you’ve really gotta face the bull,”
6

The top three actions that Froese says strengthens a
family business are:
• Be intentional about building relational capital
• Have regular family business meetings
• Celebrate and connect beyond the family business
“Strong families communicate, connect and celebrate,” said Froese. “Where I am so passionate is
helping people understand their emotional bank
accounts and building relational capital in your farm
as you’re building net worth.”
Froese works with families year round on farm transitions and strengthening farm family operations.
Among the top concerns she hears are balancing
work and family, lack of certainty and lack of appreciation.

“How do you put a value on relational capital? It’s
easy when they walk away. What is the opportunity
cost or the loss to you of having your farming son or
daughter say, ‘I’m outta here.’”
Froese cited research which showed that farms who
talk and have good communication are 21 percent
more profitable.
“There’s very concrete evidence that if you get your
communication and business meetings in order, you
will be more profitable,” said Froese.
Froese has a published book entitled, “Planting the
Seeds of Hope,” which highlights many of the topics
Froese will discuss at the SDCGA Annual Meeting.
Every family who attends Froese’s seminar will receive
a complimentary copy of “Planting the Seeds of
Hope.”
In addition, Froese invited anyone to email her questions they would like addressed at the meeting prior
to the event at www.askelainefroese.com. Her website, www.elainefroese.com, has many resources and
articles available for producers to tap into.

5:30 p.m.
The SDCGA’s CornStock ’08 extravaganza will kick off after a day filled with
educational opportunities. Drive on in for fine wine and dining and go
cruisin’ through the groovy silent auction making dibs on far out merchandise!
Get in the groove of for the evening festivities of the SDCGA Annual
Meeting - which has earned a reputation for the finest agricultural event in
the state, and CornStock ’08 will be no exception. It’s a time when ag producers, legislative leadership and industry partners converge to enjoy an
illustrious evening filled with activities that will leave attendees counting
the days until next year’s event.

Gary Lewis was about as close to being an "overnight success"
in the recording field as anyone can get. And — just because it
happens so seldom — it is always a special thrill when show
business lightning strikes twice in the same family. The comedy
antics of Jerry Lewis skyrocketed him to fame when he was just
barely out of his teens. No. 1 son Gary had achieved comparable success in the music field . . . also at a young carefree age.

Following the social and dinner banquet, get ready to kick up your heels as
the legendary Gary Lewis and the Playboys blow your doors off!

The son of a famous father — in any field — is often faced with
serious problems in finding and maintaining his own identity.
But when Gary Lewis and The Playboys auditioned for their
first job at Disneyland, no one there knew Gary was anybody
but a thin drummer. The entertainment director of the park
merely liked what he saw and heard, and hired Gary and the
boys on the spot — much to their surprise. The boys were
enthusiastically accepted by the audiences from the very first
night, and as the word spread it was not long before they were
playing to a packed house every night.

EVENING EMCEE
Jim Woster

EVENING BANQUET
Members $50 • Non-Member $125
HURRY...TICKETS ARE GOING FAST!!!
Call the SDCGA at 605-334-0100
to place your order!

It was the summer of 1964 when Gary Lewis and The Playboys
were discovered by producer Snuff Garret. Before long, with
the producer/arranger team of Garrett and Leon Russell behind
them, they took their sting single, "The Diamond Ring" straight
to number one. After their second hit titled "Count Me In" went
to number two, Gary and the band proved that they would be
a continued success. They followed with more Top 10 songs
such as "Save Your Heart For Me", "Everybody Loves A Clown",
"She's Just My Style", "Sure Gonna Miss Her", and many more.
In 1965 Gary himself was Cash Box magazine's "Male Vocalist
of the Year", winning the honor over other nominees Elvis
Presley and Frank Sinatra. He was the first and only artist during the 1960's to have his first seven releases reach Billboard
magazine Top 10 on the Hot 100 chart. Along with his appearances on various popular television shows including "American
Bandstand", "Hullabaloo", and "The Tonight Show". Gary accumulated an impressive five appearances within two years on
the "Ed Sullivan Show".
Gary, along with the Playboys — Mike Arturi, Brad Henderson,
Nick Rather, and Bryan Fox - continue to tour and entertain
fans across the country and abroad. With the reoccurring interest in oldies music, Gary Lewis & The Playboys are one of the
hottest acts around.
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Annual Meeting Awards Preview
The following awards will be presented during the evening banquet.
Presidential Recognition Award – The Presidential
Recognition Award honors a retiring president of either
the South Dakota Corn Growers Association or South
Dakota Corn Utilization Council for their vision and outstanding leadership.
Outstanding Service Awards – The Outstanding Service
Awards are presented to retiring directors of the SD
Corn organizations for their dedicated years of service.
Legislative Appreciation Award – The SDCGA
Legislative Award is given to a legislative friend who
has gone over and above the call of duty for the South
Dakota Ag industry.
Elevator Manager of the Year Award – Every year the
South Dakota Corn Utilization Council (SDCUC) nominates an elevator manager from their district based on
the criteria of community service, dedication to the
Grain and Feed Industry, Customer Service and
Leadership.
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Excellence in Public Outreach Award - The Excellence in
Public Outreach Award is given to someone who goes
the extra mile in representing the industry to the general public with fairness, accuracy and due diligence.
Excellence in Agriculture Award – The Excellence in
Agriculture Award honors an outstanding individual
who exemplifies excellence in agriculture by their significant contributions to the industry as a whole.
Most Valuable Player in Agriculture Award – The MVP
in Ag Award recognizes an individual or organization
which has helped achieve common goals and create
milestones and advancement in the agricultural industry. A dedicated friend to the SD Corn organization, the
recipient has created industry successes, shared their
passion and knowledge to spur change for the agricultural industry and has worked to transfer benefits to
the SD Corn organization and other agricultural producers.

DIAMOND SPONSOR

RESEARCH

Diamond Sponsor

• Biotechnology
• Production Practices
• Dried Distillers Grain
• New Uses for Corn

MARKET DEVELOPMENT
• Ethanol Plant Development
• Livestock Development
• Value Added Opportunities

PROMOTION & EDUCATION
• Ethanol Promotions
• Scholarships
• Consumer Education
• Youth Activities

5109 S. Crossing Place, Suite 1
Sioux Falls, SD 57108
Phone: 605.334.0100
Fax: 605.334.0505
Website: www.sdcorn.org

UPCOMING MEETING

SPEAKER

Y

our yield potential begins in your planter boxes. The past growing season
in South Dakota has shown large variation in yield caused by planting
depth and spacing. That’s why the SDCGA is bringing in a top planter calibration expert to host five clinics at four locations throughout the state.
Don’t miss your chance to tap into Kevin Kimberly’s 20 years of experience
calibrating planters. A farmer from Iowa, Kevin is a dynamic speaker who will
show you how small adjustments to everything from planter wheels to corn
meters can make a big difference to your bottom line.
Come spend a day with Kevin and you will learn how to prepare your planter
to achieve higher yields. If you’re looking to take your farming operation to
the next level, this will be a day well spent.
Topics include:
• Seed treatment
• Planter adjustments
• Compaction
• Calibrations
• Corn meters
• Field cultivator leveling
• Vacuum units
• Combining
• Grid mapping

Did you know?
Research indicates fields with very
erratic spacing can reduce yields up to
20 bushels per acre. A gap in your corn
stand could result from planter skip,
insects, or corn leafed out underground.
If your current row spacing is more than
2 inches, you may be losing five to 10
bushels of yield. Learn how to get that
back at these clinics!

COST FOR ATTENDING EACH CLINIC: Member: $15 / Non-Member: $30

Mr. Kimberley, an ag consultant who
has experience working with John
Deere, Case IH and Syngenta, will teach
producers how to reach ultimate yield
potential through planter calibration
and use.

Kevin Kimberley

CLINIC LOCATIONS
JANUARY 14 & 15* – SIOUX FALLS
9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Ramkota Hotel
3200 West Maple Street • Sioux Falls, South Dakota

JANUARY 16 – WATERTOWN
9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Watertown Event Center
1901 9th Avenue SW • Watertown, South Dakota

JANUARY 17 – ABERDEEN
9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Ramkota Hotel
1400 8th Avenue NW • Aberdeen, South Dakota

JANUARY 18 – PIERRE
9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Ramkota Hotel
920 West Sioux Avenue • Pierre, South Dakota
*Due to overwhelming attedance 2 clinics will be held.
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SDCGA PROPOSED RESOLUTIONS – to be discussed at 3:45 p.m. January 8, 2008
GENERAL – FOOD VS. FUEL
submitted Jerry Rubendall

AG PROCESSING/ETHANOL – ETHANOL
submitted by Darrin Ihnen

LIVESTOCK
submitted by David Fremark

Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA supports taking a lead and active role in
educating consumers on the true cost of food prices
and corn’s farm gate role in them.

Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA supports increasing the RFS to a minimum of 37 billions gallons with a carve out for a minimum of 15 billion gallons for corn based ethanol.

Strike current resolution:
The SDCGA opposes packer ownership of livestock
held for more than 14 days.

GENERAL – WIND ENERGY
submitted by Mark Lounsbery

Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA supports the development of a dedicated
ethanol pipeline system in the U.S.

Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA supports the extension of the wind energy production tax credit.
Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA supports the research efforts to turn
wind energy into fertilizer for production agriculture.
Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA supports community ownership of wind
projects.
GENERAL – HIGH PRODUCTION COST
submitted by Gary Duffy
Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA supports all domestic drilling and exploration into other energy opportunities, because of
higher energy inputs.

Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA believes that ethanol derived from materials other than corn (such as switch grass, wood
chips, corn stalks and corn fiber etc.) can be complimentary to the corn/ethanol industry but will not
serve as a replacement.

FARM BILL
submitted by David Gillen
Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA supports moving direct payment dollars
into other areas of the commodity title of future farm
bills.
Amendment to current resolution:
The SDCGA supports a revenue-based program for
the 2007 next Farm Bill.

Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA encourages the EPA and the DOE to
immediately approve a blend higher than 10% for
use in all vehicles in the U.S.

Strike current resolution:
The SDCGA urges congress to maintain the implementation of the 2002 Farm Bill.

AG PROCESSING/ETHANOL – DDG
submitted Francis Hass

Amendment to current resolution:
The SDCGA supports Fast Track Authority Trade
Promotion Authority to provide fair treatment for U.S.
producers.

Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA supports DDG research to develop methods, which would aid in the product handling, feeding, transportation and consistency for end-users.

Strike current resolution:
The SDCGA supports the feed grain loan rates should
be increased to better reflect their renewable energy
value.

See proposed by-law changes at sdcorn.org

SDCGA Corporate Partners: Thanks for your support in 2007
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PROPOSED RESOLUTIONS CONT’D.
Strike current resolution:
The SDCGA urges Congress to increase the RFS to
over 10% of the unleaded gasoline market in the
U.S.
ENVIRONMENT – CARBON
submitted by Gary Duffy
Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA supports the concept of carbon trading
through sound agronomics, such as no-till.
The SDCGA should investigate opportunities for trading carbon credits.
ENVIRONMENT – MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
submitted by Kurt Stiefvater
Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA encourages farmers to follow the guidelines set forth in the Best Management Practices
Manual to balance the potential impacts on profitability and improve environmental quality.
TRANSPORTATION
submitted by Bill Chase
Amendment to current resolution:
The SDCGA supports a competitive infrastructure of
rail, waterways and trucks to provide service for grain
shippers all ag products.

BIOTECHNOLOGY
submitted by Chad Blindauer

AG/PROCESSING/ETHANOLsubmitted by Mark Klumb

Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA as a founder and supporter of the South
Dakota Bio-Tech Association we encourage them to
improve the public image of Bio-Tech and recruit BioTech opportunities for South Dakota.

Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA supports working with refineries to blend
and transport ethanol, should they decide to build a
refinery in SD.
Environment- submitted by Keith Alverson

Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA supports the technology agreements
should indemnify producers from liability once they
follow regulations and guidelines provided by the
biotech provider and seed companies.
Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA supports requiring the seed industry to
aggressively promote Insect Resistance Management
(IRM) in their seed sales strategy.
Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA supports the strict enforcement of science-based isolation and containment requirements
for the research, production and processing of all
crops that are not approved for food and feed use in
the United States in order to protect the commercial
grain industry and food supply.
Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA supports enforcement policies that
require producers to follow the refuge requirement in
order to protect against insect resistance.

Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA supports a simpler wetland mitigation
process.
Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA supports a permitting process for property easements for the Game Fish and Parks.
Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA should support reforming of the SD
NRCS mapping conventions.
AG PROCESSING/ETHANOL
submitted by Larry Birgen
Proposed resolution:
The SDCGA supports an effective South Dakota RFS
that calls for ethanol to replace fifty percent of our
state’s gasoline use by 2017. A successful SD RFS
will cause other Midwest sates to follow and a needed Midwest higher ethanol blends market will be created that competes with big oil controlled E-10 markets.
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GROOVY
GIVEAWAY!
Prizes will be drawn
January 5, 2008

Purchase your chance to win
stellar prizes in the SDCGA’s
“Off Road’n with the SDCGA...4-wheelin’,
flyn’ and fueln’” raffle giveaway.
•
•
•

PRIZES INCLUDE:
A two-year lease on a 2008 Chevrolet Silverado 4x4
Extended Cab
4 day/3 night trip for two including airfare and hotel
$1,200 in ethanol fuel

Tickets are just $5 for one or three tickets for $10 and are available for purchase through Jan. 5. The prize winners will be drawn
at the Annual Meeting banquet, but need not be present to win.

5109 S. Crossing Place,Ste. 1, Sioux Falls, SD 57108
605-334-0100 • Fax 605-334-0505
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